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Abstract. Tele-immersive, mixed reality interactive systems bring remote users 

together to share a common experience in an environment that synthesizes as-

pects of the real and virtual worlds. The 3D-LIVE platform is an example of 

one such system that synthesizes 3D models, audio, motion capture and activity 

recognition from a number of geographically separated sources into a single 

gaming environment to support a variety of sports based activities. The design 

and evaluation of such systems is challenging since factors relating to the tech-

nical quality of service (QoS) and quality of experience (QoE) are difficult to 

identify and measure. In this paper we present a novel QoS/QoE model and 

evaluation methodology that is being used in the development and testing of the 

3D-LIVE mixed reality platform. Our initial results provide some insights into 

the quality of user experience (UX) we observed from users interacting with 

3D-LIVE and are evaluated in the light of QoS data captured. We conclude by 

discussing the impact of these findings on future platform developments. 

Keywords: teleimmersion, mixed reality, quality of experience, quality of ser-

vice, co-creation 

1 Introduction 

Contemporary consumers’ computing technologies found at home or in mobile devic-

es are typically capable of providing rich user interfaces that offer virtual or augment-

ed reality presentations. In the computer games market, these experiences are en-

riched through shared collaborative or competitive game play with friends connected 

via the Internet. A range of interactive modalities including virtual reality (VR); aug-

mented reality (AR); voice based group communication; and body motion tracking 

are now integrated in popular, modern computer game design. The 3D-LIVE project 

[1] is developing a platform for real-time, interactive teleimmersion that connects 

augmented, interactive experiences situated in real-world activities with correspond-
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ing, simulated activities realised in virtual environments elsewhere. Our goal is to 

generate a shared sense of presence, co-location and engagement between all users 

taking part in mixed reality sporting activities and to gain insight into what design and 

technical considerations must be taken into account to realise this UX. In the follow-

ing sections we present a high level overview of the UX driven design process and 

model based approach that is being used to progressively refine, improve and evaluate 

the 3D-LIVE system. Following this, we present results from our preliminary evalua-

tion work and discuss how the early findings have helped direct prototype develop-

ments for enhanced UX. 

2 Background 

Mixed reality teleimmersion is a progression of conventional 3D virtual environments 

through interaction with the inclusion of full body motion capture and augmented 

reality presentation technology. Unlike more conventional systems, mixed reality 

platforms necessarily include real world contexts that introduce inherently more com-

plex and distributed interactions that are challenging both technically and also in 

terms of understanding their impact on UX [2][6]. Technology used in an attempt to 

increase the user's perception of full tele-immersion includes the use of CAVE based 

environments [3], full body motion capture and reconstruction [4] [17] and mobile, 

augmented reality applications [5]. Variations of traditional sporting activities have 

been explored using mixed reality technologies. Sports games have either been repli-

cated in a virtualised form [7] [8] or redesigned for remote interaction and training [9] 

[10].  

In 3D-LIVE, we extend this work by exploring the realisation of three sports relat-

ed scenarios (golfing, jogging, skiing) that engage users situated both outdoors and 

indoors. In the real world, outdoor users interact via augmented reality presentations 

on a mobile device and wearable sensors. Two deployments exist for indoor users 

using virtual reality, in order to assess the impact of different configurations on UX: a 

‘high end’ configuration which includes a CAVE environment, wearable motion sen-

sors, dedicated simulators and rendering of full-body reconstruction of remote users 

[17]. The consumer level or ‘low end’ configuration displays the virtual environment 

on a large, conventional display and integrates Nintendo's Wii for simulation, while 

simple avatars represent the remote users. In both cases, Microsoft’s Kinect depth 

sensors are used to capture motion, 3D information of user silhouette and evaluate 

activity using fuzzy engines [20]. A typical test case for a 3D-LIVE scenario is to 

include one outdoor user with two indoor (but geographically separate) users. An 

outdoor user is connected to indoor users using a mobile application that operates as a 

sensor gateway and voice communication channel. Outdoor human activity is ac-

quired by a combination of inbuilt mobile device sensors (e.g. GPS position, direc-

tion) and wearable inertia-based wearable sensors (e.g. motion analysis). Local envi-

ronment data is acquired by a combination of wearable environment sensors that is 

aggregated with in-situ weather sensors and wide area weather services. All data is 

captured and communicated in real time to a 3D virtual environment for rendering to 



the indoor users. Each indoor sees himself as a 3D avatar in the virtual environment 

along with the other players; his direction of travel is captured using a combination of 

motion capture sensors and activity recognition algorithms. Each scenario is based on 

an interaction design that aims to enhance UX associated with distant collaboration 

within the context of shared sporting activities. 

 Golf (Laval, France): Players collaborate in a ‘scramble play’ variation of the golf-

ing game in which indoor and outdoor players take shots towards the hole and then 

select the ball judged to be in the most favorable position for the next stroke.  

 Jogging (Oulu, Finland): The outdoor jogger initially leads a short jogging route 

around streets in Oulu whilst the indoor users follow. The aim is for all runners to 

keep together as a group and achieve the best possible time for the route. 

 Skiing (Schladming, Austria): Players race down a slalom course led by the out-

door skier. The slalom course is positioned on the real and virtual slopes. The out-

door skier leads the group down the slope whilst the indoor users attempt to keep 

up by following their path. 

Fig. 1. Golfing scenario indoor golf simulator (VR) and outdoor view (AR) 

 

3 3D-LIVE design process and evaluation model 

3D-Live uses an iterative process of user-driven design and prototype based evalu-

ation to develop an understanding of the necessary interaction design and technical 

characteristics that combine to deliver a compelling UX. Engagement of users 

throughout the development life-cycle using scenario based approaches is a well-

established design practice for VR design [15][14]. Specialisations of these approach-

es that introduce a formal model to represent system behaviour and UX have been 

created to evaluate usability experimentally [16]. We build on this work by instantiat-

ing an ‘experiential model’ that includes concepts that are used formatively in the 

design process as a structure for engaging user groups in ‘co-creation activities’ asso-

ciated with the real-world contexts of scenarios. The outcomes allowed us to update 

the experiential model based on users' views experiential priorities and to direct on-

going design and implementation of the system itself. 

From co-creation activities and research work about UX, we built the 3D-LIVE 

Immersive User eXperience (IUX) model. IUX can be described by two engines: The 



Rational Engine, and the Experiential engine (see Fig. 2). The Rational engine mainly 

reuses the DIME (Distributed Interactive Multimedia Environment) indicators of UX 

[16]. It includes the three following elements: Psychological Flow, Telepresence and 

Technology Acceptance. The Experiential engine is based on emotion and intuition as 

described in the CEST (Cognitive Experiential Self Theory) [18], and includes the 

following constructs: Social Presence, Social Emotion, and Emotional Response. The 

QoS constructs cover the technological aspects of the platform and are derived from 

DIME’s QoS model. Among those constructs are Interactivity (Speed, Range), Vivid-

ness (Breadth, Depth) and Consistency (Temporal, Spatial). A model of QoS and QoE 

that is aligned with the IUX constructs are required to evaluate UX. 

Fig. 2. Immersive UX Constructs aligned with Influential Factors and Process Layers (UX 

Model extended from Wu et al., 2009) 

 

Applying this model starts from identifying the specific metric set representative of 

the UX to be assessed. Users have been involved in the iterative design process for 

the three scenarios (Golfing, Jogging, and Skiing). User needs and requirements have 

been gathered to define the set of metrics related to the constructs of the QoE/QoS 

table, as shown by two example metrics on the Table 1, to assess the experience they 

do expect, and what is really important for them.  

Table 1. Example sets of metrics for corresponding 3D-LIVE QoE/QoS constructs 

Dimensions Criteria Constructs Metrics Nature 

QoS Consistency Spatial Path Accu-

racy of the 

outdoor 

avatar (m) 

Log: GPS positions 

compared to avatar 

position 

QoE Performance 

Gains 

Hedonic Pleasure Semantic differential 

scale 



4 Observational methodology 

3D Live has developed an observational method for carrying out evaluation trials in 

real-time tele-immersive environments. Tele-immersive systems pose challenges due 

to the need to coordinate and collect data from geographically distributed system 

components and users. A coordinated approach to these trials requires unified control 

over an experimental workflow to orchestrate participants and the ability to monitor 

and aggregate synchronized metric data from multiple sources. A central human co-

ordinator provides executive control over the experimental process to support work-

flow execution and data gathering. Communication between the coordinator and local 

support teams was achieved using a shared, on-line workflow defining the process 

model and the ability to collect fine-grained notes on the status the game as it pro-

gressed. The process model contained all steps needed to consistently set-up, execute 

and tear-down the system under test including distributed interactions with remote 

users in a repeatable way. 

In addition to the workflow management described above, a systematic approach to 

metric data collection was provided using an experiment data management system 

called the EXPERIMonitor (EM) developed as part of the EXPERIMEDIA project 

[19]. The EM is a web service and data visualisation tool that offers support for real-

time automatic metric based data acquisition and aggregation from remotely connect-

ed sources. Selected technical components within the 3D-LIVE system were instru-

mented using the EM API to provide specific sets of QoS data during each game, live 

at run-time. The coordinator used the EM to step through an experiment based pro-

cess where connected components (or ‘EM clients’) are managed through specific 

phases that perform coordinated set-up, live data collection and tear-down related 

activities. Orthogonal to the quantitative observations, qualitative data was gathered 

in the form of video recordings of participating users, and post-game user interviews. 

Video data and interview based feedback provided us with early, rapid insights into 

the overall QoE and their perceptions of system performance. 

5 Preliminary Results 

Initial trials of all three scenarios have been carried out, each of which involving a 

series of repeated evaluation runs (between 15 and 20 games were typical). The pur-

pose of these trials was two-fold; first to act as verification of system behaviour when 

deployed in the real-world and the second to gather a preliminary data-set of QoS 

measures and actual UX from which a ‘baseline’ of system behaviour and accompa-

nying UX could be defined. Our QoS data set covered a range of measurements 

mapped to interactivity, including graphics rendering; human motion capture and 

reconstruction; voice communications and environment reconstruction data. Inspec-

tion of some of the principal QoS criteria defined for 3D-LIVE has revealed useful 

insights. Spatial-temporal consistency is one such criterion in our UX model: it pro-

vides an indication of closeness of mapping between indoor and outdoor interactions. 

Fig. 3. Average distance of real-world skier to virtual avatar 



 
An example of spatial-temporal QoS data, from the skiing scenario, can be seen in 

Fig. 3. We show two sets of measures that relate the actual position of real-world 

skier and that of his avatar rendered to indoor users on the virtual slope. The path 

taken by the avatar representing the outdoor user is estimated using remote GPS data 

combined with a skiing motion simulation within the 3D-LIVE system. In the ‘path 

accuracy’ series we see the average deviation of the avatar's path from the actual posi-

tion of the outdoor for each run. This data indicates that the path of is replicated virtu-

ally on average is 2.5m. We visualize the spatial consistency using a path representa-

tion shown below. A temporal analysis of the path data, shown in the ‘distance to 

real’ (DTR) series shows the distance between the outdoor skier's last known position 

on the real-world slope and the estimat-

ed position of his avatar. Here a wider 

discrepancy is evident (10m) suggest-

ing that update latency is impacting 

spatial accuracy over time; an average 

calculation of skiing speed at 10m/s 

suggests a delay of around one second. 

In addition to collecting metrics re-

flecting technical performance, qualita-

tive feedback was gathered from partic-

ipants during trials. Here users were 

quick to identify issues that affected 

their overall UX; these included inaccu-

racies in movement reconstruction and 

update latencies (i.e. delays in voice 

communication). Interestingly, in both 

the skiing and jogging scenarios, the 

mapping between the physical move-

ment of indoor users and their percep-

tions of their corresponding avatar be-

haviour was considered as unsatisfacto-

ry. In technically replicating the physi-

cal behaviour of users, a 1-to-1 mapping is applied as closely as possible in the virtual 

world - these avatar motions are displayed in the third person. However, in some cas-

es the apparent changes to avatar motion (viewed at a third person distance) did not 

result in the ‘expected’ progress through the game (avatars were considered to be 



moving too slowly). This was mainly observed in the ski scenario, where the users 

were looking for a stronger link between their body pose on the simulator or the Wii 

balance board and the speed of their avatars. Overall the evaluations of the prototypes 

were enthusiastically received by users both formatively during co-creation and dur-

ing summative trials. Early evaluation of the use of the technology was productive in 

that it revealed real-world performance and technical issues to be addressed as well as 

new ideas for future interaction design. 

6 Conclusion 

Our approach to design and evaluate complex tele-immersive systems combines user-

centric co-creation and a distributed observation methodology. Using constructs from 

the IUX model, qualitative user input can be captured and used to drive design and 

implementation allowing for refinement of understanding of technical requirements 

and how UX can be enhanced. Qualitative and quantitative observations captured 

during trials have served to identify the aspects of actual UX that were considered 

important and a means by which system performance (QoS) can be understood and 

improved. Lessons learnt include an updated experiential model; changes and im-

provements to the 3D-LIVE interaction design; and better QoS and QoE metrics in-

cluding a structured QoE questionnaire to provide formal validation of the experien-

tial model.  The lessons will be factored into our second phase of experimentation. 
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